CONDON MEDAL
Condon Medal  Adrienne Carmack '18
Also announced at Commencement

ACADEMIC/DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

African-American Studies
The Carter G. Woodson Distinguished Service Award  Marnay C. Avant '18
The Anna Julia Cooper and W.E.B. Du Bois Distinguished Scholarship Award  Marnay C. Avant '18

The American Association of University Women
The American Association of University Women Prize  Chloe Powers '19 and Mattie Wyndham '19

American Studies
The Charles W. Bassett Prize in American Studies  Isabel Friedman '18 and Katherine Restrepo '18

Anthropology
Anthropology Award for Outstanding Performance in the Major  Peter Barkey-Bircann '18
The Eitan Shalom Green Award in Anthropology  Hailey Dutkin '18 and Abigail Snyder '18

Art
Art History Senior Research Prize  Nora Hill '18

Biology
Alan Samual Coit Biology Prize  Jiayu Ye '18
The Thomas W. Easton Prize in Biology  Caitlin Lawlor '18 and Julia Park '18
Webster Chester Biology Prize  Jane Swart '18

Center for Small Town Jewish Life
Center for Small Town Jewish Life Award  Nicholas M. Pattison '18

Chemistry
American Institute of Chemists Award in Chemistry  Yuewei Wen '18
American Institute of Chemists Award in Biochemistry  Grace Uwase '18
Maine Section of the American Chemical Society, Award for Excellence in Chemistry  Erika Smith '18

Classics
John B. Foster Memorial Prize in Classical Civilization  Jessica Greenwald '18
John B. Foster Memorial Prize in Classics  Emily Bozian '18 and Ryan Sellar '18
The Griffin Metto '15 Prize in Classics  Emily Bozian '18 and Ryan Sellar '18

DavisConnects
Samual R. Feldman Pre-Med Book Prize  Liam Butchart '18

East Asian Studies
East Asian Studies Prize  Ling MacLean '18

Economics
James J. Harris Business Administration Prize  Sarah Whitney '18
Ernest Parsons Business Administration Prize  Danielle Gould '18 and William Erwin '18
Breckenridge Prize  Mirco Dinelli '18
Faculty Prize: Junior outstanding performance in Microeconomic and Macroeconomic Theory courses  Matthew Richman '19
Robert W. Pullen Prize  Daliah Al-Shakshir '18 and Emil Kee-Tui '19
Christian A. Johnson Award  Samantha Attar '18 and Julian Boed '18
Labreck Prize  Matthew Bullock '19
Faculty Prize—High scholarly attainment in Economics  Joshua Young '18
Department Prize for the junior with highest Major GPA  Madeline Horn '19
Jan Hogendorn Prize  Clare Murray '18
Education
Scholar Activist Award Adrienne Carmack '18 and Patrick Dickert '18
Community Activist Award, Adrienne Carmack '18 and Graciela Lopez '18
Teaching for Social Justice Award Lainey Curtis '18

English
Solomon Gallert Prize for Excellence in English Adeliane (Lainey) D. Curtis '18 and Colin C. Finn '18
Hilda M. Fife Literary Prize Elizabeth (Eliza) H. Adams '18

English: Creative Writing
Mary Low Carver Poetry Prize Elizabeth (Eenie) E. Bernard '18 and I. Harris (Harry) Hayman '18
Katherine Rogers Murphy Prize for Original Poetry Amanda (Holden) D. Etcheberrigaray '20
Kristina Stahl Prize for Creative Nonfiction Kylie R. Walters '18
Elmira Nelson Jones Prize for Creative Writing Jacob O. Hyatt '18

Environmental Studies
Holis Prize Wesley Zebrowski '18
Environmental Studies Prize (policy) Jeremy P. Ravenelle '18
Environmental Studies Prize (science) Alyssa T. Kullberg '18

French
Honors Thesis Prize in French Studies Benjamin E. Pipernos '18
The American Association of Teachers of French Outstanding Senior in French Award Asami Hirano '18
The Arthur Greenspan Prize for Excellence in French and Francophone Literary Studies Victoria A. Cheff '18
The Efthim Economu Prize for Top Male French Studies Major Nicholas B. Rhodes '18
The Efthim Economu Prize for the Top Female French Studies Major Sarah A. Shoer '18

Geology
S.S. and I.M.F. Marsden Award Alicia B. Fischer '18 and Kaci B. Kus '18
Jack Kleinman Award Kaci B. Kus '18

German
German Program Award Christopher Hale '18
National German Honor Society, Delta Phi Alpha Christopher Hale '18, Alexa Lyons '18, Kylie Walter '18, Anna Caughron '18, Alicia Fischer '18, and Matthew Hughes '18
Efthim Economu Prize Christopher Hale '18 and Kylie Walters '18
Harrington Putnam Prize Miranda Maroney '20

Global Studies
Faculty Prize for High Scholarly Attainment Julia Endicott '18 and Nora Hill '18

Government
Laurie Peterson Memorial Prize James Lawlor '19, Carlo Macomber '19, and Madeline Taylor '19
F. Harold Dubord Prize in Political Science Will Levesque '18
Benjamin Ling Fellowship Andrew Sterup '19
Mackenzie Fellowship Katherine Gillespie '19

History
William J. Wilkinson Memorial Award, Best Junior in History Anna S. Braverman '19
William J. Wilkinson Memorial Award, Best Senior in History Tonayo A. Crow '18
Jack D. Foner Prize Eleanor (Nora) Hanson '18

Italian
Premio Elio Pagliarani per lo studio della Lingua e Letteratura Italiana Michael B. DiCosmo '18

Jewish Studies
Jewish Studies Award Sarah Shoer '18
Latin American Studies
Highest GPA in LAS Major  Clare Murray '18
Academic Achievement in LAS Major  Graciela Lopez '18

Libraries
Class of 1941 Book Prize  Monique Legault '18

Mathematics and Statistics
Marston Morse Prize in Mathematics  Kyle McDonnel '18
Thomas R. Berger Prize in Mathematical Sciences  Zhoufan Zhang '18
H. T. (Pete) Hayslett Prize in Statistics  Joshua Young '18
Mu Sigma Rho Statistics Honor Society  Keith Barnatchez '18, Adrienne Carmack '18, Zilin Chen '18, Victoria A. Chistolini '18, Jingyan Dong '18, Wenzhen Hou '18, Hugh M. Jacobsen '18, Megan A. Mckenna '18, Yashawi Mohanty '18, James F. O'Donnell '18, Chiara L. Tice '18, Xuning Wang '18, Sarah E. Whitney '18, Minjing Yang '18, Joshua A. Young '18, and Yige Lai '19

Museum of Art
Outstanding Student Contribution for Community Engagement  Gayatri Das Gupta '18
Outstanding Student Contribution for Leadership  Nora Hill '18

Music
The Collegium Award  Liam Butchart '18
The Orchestra Music Award  Christman Henderer '18
The Chorale Music Award  Fatimah Ali '18
The Wind Ensemble Award  Tessa J. Hauptman '18
The Jazz Band Award  Jake Lester '19
The Alma Morrissitte Music Prize  Ava Baker '18
The Ermanno Comparetti Music Prize  Joshua Lutian '18
The Mollie Seltzer Yett Prize  Liam Butchart '18

Oak Institute for Human Rights
Oak Human Rights Champion  Blair Dixon '18 and Julia Endicott '18

Physics and Astronomy
William A. Rogers Prize in Physics and Astronomy  Merve Kahraman '19
Senior Prize in Physics and Astronomy  Hannah Bossi '18 and Yuewei Wen '18
Sigma Pi Sigma, Hannah Bossi '18, Chloe Boehm '18, Tianzeng Chen '18, Mirco Dinelli '18, Gabriel Forest '18, Abigail Johnson '18, Madeline Placik '18, Yuewei Wen '18, Jianing Yang '18, Minjing Yang '18, Joshua Young '18, and Samantha Turbeville '18

Psychology
Edward Colgan Psychology Award  Yi-Pei Lo '18
Paul Perez Psychology Award  Caitlin Farrington '18

Religious Studies
Religious Studies Award for Academic Distinction  Brooke K. Gentry '18 and Lucy E. Soucek '18

Sociology
Albion Woodbury Small Prize  Marnay C. Avant '18
Special Recognition of Distinguished Scholarship in Sociology  Gillian Wei '18

Spanish
John Hedman Senior Book Prize  Vianny C. Lugo Aracena '18
Sonia Sotomayor Citizenship and Service Award  Molly H. Plunkett '18

Theater and Dance
Department of Theater and Dance Outstanding Senior Major Award  Kelsey R. Book '18
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF NATIONAL AWARD RECIPIENTS

Phi Beta Kappa Inductees

Class of 2018:

Class of 2019:
Gabriella B. Foster, Kayla L. Freeman, Nathan A. Huebschmann, Liwei Jiang, Josefine Just, Nguyen Nhat, Thu Le, Catherine L. Ledue, Jordyn N. Smith, Abigail A. Taylor-Roth, Madison K. Wendell

* Elected into Phi Beta Kappa their junior year.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS

Colby Entrepreneurial Alliance Business Competition Isabel Adler ’21 and Lily Hogan ’21
Idea Pitch Competition Maddie Taylor ’19, Kyle McDonell ’18, Jacob Young ’20, Matthew He ’21
The MLK Colby College “Drum Major for Justice” Award Marnay Avant ’18
Champion for Justice Award Walter Hatch, Associate Professor of Government and Director of the Oak Institute for Human Rights
DavisConnects Projects for Peace Kieran Dunn ’20
2018 Watson Fellowship Recipient Benard Kibet ’18
2018 Fulbright Grant Recipients Clare Murray ’18, Nellie LaValle ’18, and Alyssa Kullburg ’18, and Abigail Arndt ’15

Dean of the College Awards
Diversity and Human Difference Award E. Hopf ’19 and Samuel Robles ’18
Democracy and Civic Engagement Award Sarah Taft’ 18 and Bernard Kibet ’18
CCAK Presidential Volunteer Service Award Katherine Nicolaou ’18, William S. Wisener ’18, Haley Laura Andonian ’18, Connor J. Benjamin ’18, Isabel P. Friedman ’18, and Nicolas K. Ramirez ’18
Outdoor Leadership Award Hannah Bossi ’18, Josefine Just ’19, and Samuel Krumholz ’18
Outstanding Campus Leadership Award Elizabeth (Liz) Paulino ’18
Patty Valavanis Award Caitlin Lawlor ’18

Student Life Awards
Arthur Galen Eustis, Jr. Prize Courtney Milot ’19
Lelia M. Forster Prize Ali Rami ’21 and Avery Munns ’21
Lorraine I. Morel Memorial Award Samantha Rizzo ’19
Dean Ninetta M. Runnals Scholarship Prize Thu Le ’19
Philip W. Tirabassi Memorial Award Keller Leet-Otley ’19
Carrie M. True Prize Ling MacLean ’18
LCA - Kim Miller Award Taylor Haberstock ’19
Jacquelynn R. Nunez Award Marnay Avant ’18
Ethel M. Russell Chi Omega Prize Fund Caitlin Farrington ’18
**Student Organization Awards**
SGA Kol Harvey Award  Ashlee Guevara ’21  
SGA Progressive Leadership Award  Katherine Cabrera-Hunt ’18  
SGA Service Award  Inge-Lise Ameer, Dean of Students  
SGA Alexander G. Aitoro Award  Maddie Partridge ’18 and Chris Scammell ’18  
SPB Spirit Enthusiasm Award  Jennie Goodkin ’21  
SPB Commitment/Service Award  Renner Thomas ’19  
PCB Commitment to Multiculturalism Award  Miriam Valle-Mancilla, Assistant for Access and Outreach at the Museum of Art, and Stephanie Rivera ’18  
PCB Emerging Leaders  Bethashley Cajuste ’20 and Nancy Mateo ’19

**Senior Class Awards**
The Charles Bassett Teaching Award  Travis W. Reynolds, Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies  
Colby Service Award  Betty Sasaki, Associate Dean of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion; Associate Professor of Spanish  
Senior Class Speaker  Marnay C. Avant ’18

---

**About the Colby Student Awards**
The Colby Student Awards convocation was previously referred to as the Student Leadership Recognition Ceremony. In 2009, the name was changed to reflect the program enhancement to recognize and celebrate exceptional student achievement in a campus-wide venue.